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Broadband atmospheric phase spectra are acquired with a phase-sensitive dual-frequency-comb
spectrometer by implementing adaptive compensation for the strong decoherence from atmospheric
turbulence. The compensation is possible due to the pistonlike behavior of turbulence across a single
spatial-mode path combined with the intrinsic frequency stability and high sampling speed associated with
dual-comb spectroscopy. The atmospheric phase spectrum is measured across 2 km of air at each of the
70 000 comb teeth spanning 233 cm−1 across hundreds of near-infrared rovibrational resonances of CO2,
CH4, and H2O with submilliradian uncertainty, corresponding to a 10−13 refractive index sensitivity. Trace
gas concentrations extracted directly from the phase spectrum reach 0.7 ppm uncertainty, demonstrated
here for CO2. While conventional broadband spectroscopy only measures intensity absorption, this
approach enables measurement of the full complex susceptibility even in practical open path sensing.
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Broadband phase spectra provide a rich source of
information, representing half of the linear susceptibility,
and thus could contribute significantly to sample analysis
and sensing. Despite its fundamental importance, few
instruments are capable of directly measuring broadband
phase spectra. The derivative of the phase spectra can be
acquired via tunable laser frequency-modulation spectros-
copy [1], chirped laser dispersion spectroscopy [2], or
frequency-comb Fourier transform spectroscopy [3].
Broadband phase spectra can be measured by dispersive
Fourier transform spectroscopy [4]. Most conventional
broadband spectrometers measure intensity for practical
reasons; phase measurements require a stable optical path,
which is challenging in the laboratory and fundamentally
impossible in turbulent paths. Turbulence causes strong
decoherence, for example, hundreds of radians of carrier
phase noise and many picoseconds of pulse broadening
over kilometer scale air paths. For this reason, no broad-
band atmospheric phase spectra have been acquired to date.
The phase coherence of dual-comb spectrometers does

enable broadband phase measurements in the laboratory
[5–11]. However, measurements of phase spectra over
practical open paths would again appear impossible because
of turbulence. Indeed, previous open-path dual-comb spec-
troscopy employed a non-phase-sensitive configuration
where both combs were co-transmitted [12–14]. Because
of simultaneous open path attenuation of both combs, this
also removed the heterodyne gain that would otherwise be
associated with this technique. Here, we show that turbu-
lence phase noise does not in fact preclude the acquisition of
broadband phase spectra over turbulent paths.
The elimination of turbulence phase noise in phase-

sensitive dual-comb spectroscopy is possible due to its
surprisingly simple behavior across a single-mode link

combined with the intrinsic frequency stability and high
sampling speed associated with dual-comb spectroscopy.
Specifically, there are three important factors. First, the
turbulence-induced phase noise has a measured power
spectral density that falls off rapidly at higher Fourier
frequencies. Therefore, the phase noise is effectively frozen
over the time that the dual-comb spectrometer acquires a
single spectrum, which is 2.3 ms here. Second, even under
the moderate turbulence conditions explored here, we find
the turbulence-induced phase noise follows a simple
“piston”-like model where it can be described by a carrier
phase shift combined with pulse timing noise. As a result, it
is fully correlated across the comb spectrum. This strong
correlation is likely valid only for a single spatial mode and
is predicted to break down in the limit of very strong
turbulence. Third, because dual-comb spectroscopy sam-
ples the medium at the precisely defined frequency of each
comb tooth, we can use the dual-comb spectrometer data to
quantify the turbulence piston phase noise very accurately,
and then we can remove it equally accurately through a
linear phase compensation. We thus acquire turbulence-
compensated phase spectra with <5 mrad phase noise per
tooth, corresponding to ∼4.5 as of carrier timing noise, or a
105-fold suppression of the turbulence-induced phase noise.
With higher-order baseline removal, appropriate for spectra
with sharp molecular features, the phase noise becomes
0.6 mrad, corresponding to 0.6 as of relative timing noise or
a refractive index change of <10−13 over a 2 km path.
The setup for the phase-sensitive dual-comb spectrom-

eter is illustrated in Fig. 1. Compared to Ref. [12], a single
signal comb is transmitted over the turbulent open air path
and received by a single-mode optical fiber. The signal and
local oscillator (LO) fiber-based frequency combs are
spectrally filtered to cover 6000 to 6250 cm−1, overlapping
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CH4 and CO2 bands. The signal comb is launched as a
Gaussian beam with radius w0 ¼ 2.5 cm and power
1.65 mW. Steering mirrors at the launch and receive tele-
scopes correct for slow beam wander, with the received
power varying between 0 and ∼10 μW due to turbulence.
For our path length of L ¼ 2 km, turbulence structure
constant of C2

n ∼ 10−14 m−2=3, and a Gaussian beam, the
Rytov variance is unity corresponding to moderate turbu-
lence [15–17].
The signal and LO combs are phase locked to a stable

optical reference such that their tooth frequencies are νm ¼
ν0 þmfr and νLO;m ¼ ν0 þmfr;LO, respectively, where ν0
is a common anchor frequency and the repetition rates
frðLOÞ ∼ 100 MHz differ by Δfr ¼ fr − fr;LO ∼ 440 Hz
[5–11,18,19]. The heterodyne signal is a series of interfero-
grams, each of duration 1=Δfr, as the LO and signal pulses
step through one another. Fourier transforming the inter-
ferogram yields a complex rf spectrum comprised of teeth
with separation Δfr, where each tooth has a one-to-one
correspondence with the heterodyne beat between a signal
and the LO comb tooth. This complex rf spectrum yields
the amplitude and phase spectra through the atmosphere.
To understand the effects of turbulence on the measured

phase spectrum, consider the field of the mth signal comb
tooth Emðt; ρ; zÞ ¼ Emuðνm; ρ; zÞ expð−i2πνmtÞ propagat-
ing in the z direction with normalized single-mode spatial
field u, radial coordinate ρ, and complex amplitude Em.
The extended Huygens-Fresnel integral [15–17] describes
propagation over the turbulent path to the receiver aperture
at z ¼ L where it is heterodyned against the corresponding
LO comb tooth with complex amplitude Em;LO. The
heterodyne signal is proportional to the spatial integral
over the aperture between the signal and the LO field,
∬ uðν; ρ; LÞu�ðν; ρ; 0Þd2ρ ¼ T exp½iβðνÞL − αðνÞL=2þ
ψðt; νÞ�, where T is the turbulence-free Gaussian-beam
transmission (with negligible frequency dependence for a
collimated beam), α is the atmospheric path absorbance,
and ψ captures the effects of turbulence, spatially averaged

over the aperture. β, our quantity of interest, includes both
smooth phase-delay variations attributed to the air’s
dispersion and the sharper phase-delay variations associ-
ated with molecular resonances.
The complex heterodyne signal from one pair of teeth is

then hVmðtÞieim2πΔfrt, where

hVmðtÞi ¼ afEmE�
m;LOgTheψðt;νmÞie−αðνmÞL=2þiβðνmÞL: ð1Þ

The angle brackets indicate the average over the meas-
urement time and a is the receiver gain. Normalization by the
reference channel removes afEmE�

m;LOg and then the natural
logarithm gives the complex phase and amplitude spectrum
iβðνmÞL − αðνmÞL=2, except for the turbulence noise.
For a plane wave, turbulence theory gives the mean

coherent field after propagation as hexpðψÞi≈
expð−2π2k2mL R

∞
0 κΦðκÞdκÞ, where ΦðκÞ is the turbulence

spatial power spectral density (PSD), κ is the spatial
frequency, and km ¼ 2πc−1νm [15–17]. For the often-used
von Kármán PSD, hexpðψÞi ≈ expð−0.39C2

nk2mLL
5=3
0 Þ≈

expð−32000Þ ≈ 0, where L0 ∼ 30 m is the characteristic
outer scale. In other words, turbulence leads to severe
decoherence and zero signal.
However, there are several factors that allow us to

compensate for the effects of turbulence. First, the
decoherence is predominately driven by phase rather than
amplitude variations. In fact, the exponential in the coher-
ence decay is equivalent to hδθ2i ¼ 0.5km2L2hδni2, or the
phase noise for a geometric ray from turbulence-driven
variations in the refraction index δn [16]—in this picture the
phase noise is due to pistonlike noise. Second, the
dual-comb spectrometer acquires a complete phase spec-
trum with every interferogram, which is acquired in
1=Δfr ¼ 2.3 ms. To estimate the accumulated phase noise
over this short period, the Taylor frozen turbulence approxi-
mation is used to convert the spatial PSD to the temporal
PSD as SΦðfÞ≡ 2πU−1

t

R
∞−∞Φðκx; 2πf=UtÞdκx, where

Ut ¼ 1 m=s is the transverse wind speed [17,20–22],
giving hexpðψÞi1=Δfr ≈ exp½−2π2k2mLR∞

Δfr SΦðfÞdf� ¼−0.005k2mLC2
nðUt=ΔfrÞ5=3≈ expð−0.00005Þ≈1 for our

values, showing negligible decoherence. Therefore, we
can simply measure the instantaneous carrier phase θc
directly from each interferogram at a sample rate of Δfr,
then multiply the same raw data by expð−iθcÞ to remove its
effect. As an empirically calculated value, θc includes any
higher order phase noise beyond the piston approximation
and varies by 1–2 rad=spectrum. This self-compensation
effectively broadens the comb-tooth linewidth (resolution)
but negligibly so (by f2SΦðf;UtÞ ∼ 15 Hz in a Lorentzian
approximation).
The dominant problem is not this carrier phase noise but

rather the remaining differential phase noise across the
several terahertz–wide comb that will mask the phase
spectrum. In turbulence theory, this differential phase noise
is captured by the (spatially averaged) two-frequency
mutual coherence function ΓðΔν ¼ νm − ν0Þ, whose width

FIG. 1 (color online). Phase-sensitive, turbulence-compensated
dual-comb spectrometer. The signal comb is transmitted across
the 2 km turbulent path, recollected in a single-mode fiber, and
heterodyned against the LO comb. The instantaneous turbulence
phase noise is extracted from the data and used to self-
compensate the measured complex spectrum, which is then
normalized by the reference complex spectrum to retrieve the
atmospheric molecular phase (and absorbance) spectrum. Gray,
fiber; red, air path.
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is the coherence bandwidth and whose Fourier transform
is the pulse broadening due to turbulence [15,23–28].
It is expanded as ΓðΔνÞ ¼ Γ0ðΔνÞΓ1ðΔνÞ. Γ0ðΔνÞ
reflects the pistonlike, line-of-sight turbulent optical
path variations and leads to pulse-to-pulse timing noise
while Γ1 reflects higher order effects that lead to pulse
spreading. Over a single spectrum acquisition, Γ0ðΔνÞ≈
exp½−2π2k2dL

R∞
Δfr SΦðfÞdf�≈ exp½−Δν2=ð1018 HzÞ2�≈ 1,

where kd ¼ 2πc−1Δν. Therefore, the phase noise from
Γ0ðΔνÞ is removed in an analogous fashion to removing the

carrier phase noise; we extract an instantaneous timing
noise tc directly from each interferogram, then multiply the
same raw data by expð−i2πΔνtCÞ to remove its effect. This
approach requires precisely defined comb tooth frequencies
and an accurate estimate of tc, both of which are possible
by virtue of the frequency stability of the comb. More
fundamentally, this approach assumes purely pistonlike
noise or Γ1 ¼ 1. This assumption is violated by effects that
cause two frequencies to sample different air paths,
including multiple scattering from strong turbulence
[15,23,24,26], the coupling of turbulence and Gaussian
beam propagation outside the narrowband approximation
[26,27], or a gradient in the atmospheric refraction index
[28]. One would certainly expect it is violated in multimode
propagation. In the extreme case of very strong turbulence,
pulse spreading (Γ1) will dominate over pulse-to-pulse
timing wander (Γ0) [15,23,26], prohibiting broadband
phase spectroscopy. Despite extensive theoretical treat-
ment, a general calculation of Γ1 under moderate turbu-
lence is challenging and there are no available experimental
data. Therefore, it is not clear, a priori, whether a single
timing correction is in fact adequate to cancel turbulence-
driven phase noise. Empirically, we find here that it is.
We implement the turbulence phase compensation as

follows. Each 225 000-point interferogram is digitized at
12 bits synchronously with fr;LO. Because of hardware
limitations, we coherently average 50 interferograms before
phase compensation [7,8,29], reducing the data burden
while retaining full comb tooth resolution. This results in a
modest SNR penalty that would be removed by real-time
processing [30]. A 4096-point window centered around the
interferogram centerburst is Fourier transformed to extract
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Phase spectrum averaged for 5 min
without compensation (gray) and with turbulence compensation
(black), where the molecular phase signatures are evident (see
inset). (b) Power spectral density of the timing correction tC
(green) and a power-law scaling of ∼f−2.4 (red).
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Phase βðνÞL (green, left axis) and absorbance αðνÞL (gray, right axis) over an expanded 83 cm−1 window
centered on the CO2 band. Spectral data points are acquired at individual comb teeth spaced at 0.003 cm−1. (b) Fit residuals for phase
(5 mrad standard deviation) and absorbance. (c) Same spectra after a more aggressive piecewise baseline fit. (d) Corresponding fit
residuals (offset) for phase (0.6 mrad standard deviation) and absorbance (1.3 × 10−3 standard deviation). (e) Similar data to (c) but for a
spectral window centered to include CH4 and water resonances. (f) Corresponding fit residuals (offset).
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the smoothed phase spectrum, which is subtracted from the
t ¼ 0 phase spectrum. This phase difference is fit to a line
to find an offset θc and slope tC, which are then used for the
phase compensation. Figure 2(a) shows a phase spectrum
acquired with and without turbulence phase compensation
over a 5 min acquisition. (The parabolic phase profile
originates from dispersion of the additional 3.2 m of fiber to
the reference channel and the 2-km air path.) Figure 2(b)
shows the PSD of tC extracted over an ∼11 h time period,
from which we estimate C2

n ∼ 3 × 10−14 m−2=3 [22]; note
that the overall shape follows a power law of f−2.4 rather
than the theoretical f−8=3 and does not exhibit the expected
low frequency cutoff at ∼Ut=L0, in agreement with previous
turbulence phase measurements [22]. Turbulence will also
cause signal intensity variations mainly on time scales longer
than Δf−1r (see Fig. S1 in Ref. [12]). If the return signal
drops below ∼300 nW, the phase unwrapping algorithm
fails and these interferograms are discarded. Here, we
discard ∼3% of the interferograms.
The signal comb is spectrally shaped to cover two

absorption bands, the CO230013←00001 combination
band and a portion of the CH4 tetradecad. Figure 3(a)
shows the complex spectrum iβðνÞL − αðνÞL=2 over the
83 cm−1 spectral window containing the CO2 band
sampled at each of the 25 000 comb teeth separated by
0.003 cm−1, acquired over ∼11 h (including 344 430
individual spectra), demonstrating that long-time coherent
averaging is possible. For these spectra, the parabolic phase
evident in Fig. 2(a) is removed via a cubic polynomial;
alternatively, a short (meter-scale) free-space reference path
could eliminate the reference path fiber, allowing direct
access to, and interrogation of, the air dispersion. The phase
spectrum in Fig. 3(a) shows multiple molecular resonances.
A resonance with 10% absorbance will exhibit sharp phase
excursions of ∼� 5 mrad, corresponding to an index
change of �7 × 10−13, with tails decaying as ν−2.
Just as with molecular absorbance, the molecular phase

signature scales linearly with concentration. Therefore, we
can extract the gas concentration directly from the phase
spectra alone by fitting it to a model based on the HITRAN

2008 [31] database, the complex Voigt line shape, and the
measured air pressure and temperature. (The Voigt profile
for the phase fit is given by the imaginary part of the
complex error function.) The fit uses a single concentration
for each isotopologue, whose spectrum is the sum over all
known resonances. Figure 4 shows an expanded window

that includes a CO2 and H2O resonance, demonstrating the
high fit quality despite strong overlapping phase signatures.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the fit residuals over the spectrum
have an ∼� 15 mrad wander, which we attribute to phase
variations between the signal and reference spectra.
The ∼0.15 cm−1-wide collision-broadened resonances

typical of small molecules allow us to apply a more
aggressive baseline fit. The spectrum of Fig. 3(a) is split
into 6.3 cm−1-wide windows that overlap by 0.13 cm−1.
Each window is fit by a spectral model summed with a 7th
order polynomial. These polynomials are concatenated to
form a baseline, which is subtracted to yield Fig. 3(c),
whose fit residuals are 0.6 mrad, as shown in Fig. 3(d).
Figure 3(e) shows the similar spectrum for the CH4

tetradecad window. The residuals across the CH4 spectral
band sometimes exhibit structure near molecular resonan-
ces that we attribute to incorrect spectral line parameters,
line shape models, and line mixing effects.
Figure 5 compares the CO2 concentration extracted

independently from the fit to the phase and absorbance
spectra at 5-min intervals over the 11 h period. The two agree
to�2.3 ppm at 5-min intervals and 0.7 ppm on average. The
concentration time dependence shows true fluctuations in the
path-averaged CO2 concentration, as verified by a co-located
point sensor [12]. The sub-1% agreement with the point
sensor is coincidental as we expect no better than a few
percent agreement given the different sampling volumes and
CO2 line strength uncertainty [12].
In conclusion, we present the first broadband measure-

ments of atmospheric phase spectra, possible through phase-
sensitive dual-comb spectroscopy. Themilliradian sensitivity
is comparable to the ∼10−3 sensitivity routinely achieved
with direct absorption spectroscopy and is realized on a
comb tooth-by-tooth basis despite turbulence. Direct phase
detection avoids the bandwidth limitations and systematics
associated with a Kramers-Kronig transformation of the
absorption spectrum. The SNR here is comparable to the
open-path measurements of Ref. [12], where both near
infrared combs were transmitted in a phase-insensitive
configuration. However, the phase sensitive configuration
uses heterodyne detection against a local oscillator comb so
that it can reach the shot-noise limit with high path
attenuation, which should be important for future
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FIG. 4 (color online). Expanded view of the phase spectrum
(green) and fit (dashed red) along with the individual contribu-
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phase (green) and amplitude (gray) spectra as well as from a
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measurements in the mid- or long-wave infrared where the
combs might be weaker and detectors noisier [8,9,32,33]. In
general, this approach expands the capabilities of broadband
spectroscopy to include phase as well as absorbance, which
should enable better sample characterization, improved trace
gas detection, and high-resolution refractive index data to
support high-resolution ranging or timing applications.
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